Commencement Exercises

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
Tallahassee, Florida

Friday, the Tenth of December
Six O’Clock in the Evening
The Year Two-Thousand and Twenty-One

Alfred Lawson Jr. Multipurpose Center
and Teaching Gymnasium
Program
Friday, December 10, 2021 • 6 p.m.

PRESIDENT LARRY ROBINSON, Ph.D.
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT, PRESIDING

Prelude: “Elsa’s Procession to the Cathedral” .................................................. Richard Wagner

Processional: “War March of the Priests” from Athalia ................................. Felix Mendelssohn

Selection: “Star Spangled Banner” ............................................................... Francis Scott Key
Alexandra Baker/Mark Butler, DMA, Director of Choral Studies, Accompanist

Meditation ................................................................. Elder Michael Moore, Th.D.
Pastor, Powerhouse Family Worship Center

Greetings ................................................................. Trustee Kimberly Moore
Vice Chair, FAMU Board of Trustees

Introduction of Speaker ............................................. President Larry Robinson, Ph.D.

Commencement Address .................................................. T.J. Rose
Alumnus, Member of the FAMU Foundation Board of Directors and Partner with Abry Partners

Presentation of Honorary Doctorates

Special Recognitions

Presentation of the Deans .......................................................... Maurice Edington, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs

Conferring of the Degrees .................................................. President Robinson

Awarding of the Military Oath of Office ........................................... Col. Benjamin Ringvelski
USMC, Professor of Naval Science

Awarding of U.S. Navy Commissions .................................................. Col. Ringvelski

Awarding of U.S. Army Commissions .................................................. LTC Quinn Brumfield
U.S. Army, Professor of Military Science

Senior Transcendent Ceremony .................................................. Col. Gregory L. Clark
President, FAMU National Alumni Association

Alma Mater ...................................
(No walking or movement during the Alma Mater; and men should remove hats/caps)

Benediction ............................................................... Elder Moore

Recessional “Pomp and Circumstance” .............................................. Sir Edward Elgar
(The audience will remain seated during the Processional and Recessional)
Academic Honors

Candidates for the baccalaureate degree who maintain high scholarship are graduated with honors. Graduation with honors is based on earning a minimum of 45 semester hours at Florida A&M University and maintaining a cumulative 3.00 grade point average or higher for all work completed prior to the awarding of the degree. Candidates graduating with honors wear cords during the commencement exercises. The averages necessary for earning graduation honors for all bachelor and doctor of pharmacy degrees are listed below.

***Summa Cum Laude: 3.70 - 4.00 — Orange and Green
**Magna Cum Laude: 3.30 - 3.69 — Green
*Cum Laude: 3.00 - 3.29 — Orange

Academic Honors for College of Law

Honors for the College of Law graduates will be awarded as follows:

***Summa Cum Laude: highest honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.80 or higher — Orange and Green
**Magna Cum Laude: high honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.5 - 3.79 or higher — Green
*Cum Laude: honors to graduates with a cumulative GPA of 3.1 - 3.49 — Orange

★ Military Graduates
Candidates for Degrees

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SCIENCES
PRESENTED BY ROBERT W. TAYLOR, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGribusiness
Demethry D. Neeley Nicholas Slade Reynolds**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
Zaria Bullock* Raymond L. Hernandez* Elijah Calvin Jean
Daedriona L. Clark

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN ANIMAL SCIENCE-INDUSTRY OPT
David S. Moore, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN ANIMAL SCIENCE-PRE-VET OPT
Azsah N. Demp Amanda Leanna Gordon**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN FOOD SCIENCE-SCIENCE & TECH OPT
Baikisu Temitope Ariori-Olarinde* Jaylin Ezra Jacobs Mahogany Janae Thomas*
Calvin G. Chambliss Ayanna Danielle Suggs**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY
Vianca Aurora Contreras**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Anthony Diaz Enriquez Herbert Oliver Franklin, Jr. Krystie Kryshell Snype*

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
PRESENTED BY ALLYSON WATSON, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Bianca Violet Dorval Cecelia Monique Livingston* Kimberly Sheree Smith***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND FITNESS
Xavier Deon Smith*
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (cont'd)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC TEACHER EDUCATION

Khadija Decia Hyde
Voshaun A. Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION K-6

Victoria Libertad Hernandez-Perez**
Ashley Avonelle McLean*
Jhanel Oshokie Thompson***

Shaderrika L. James**
Doneisha Shernila Miller**
Kendra Salaethia Turner

Whitney Latrese Johnson**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION AND TEACHING

Qaaree Rakhshanda Abdul-Bari***
Yennifer Patricia Castillo
Amarah Marie Johnson**

My'Asia D. Arnold*
Kareem Yahtil Abdul Jacobs★

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH

PRESENTED BY JOHNIE L. EARLY, II, PH.D., RPH, FELLOW NPHA, DEAN AND PROFESSOR

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

Aisha Imon Montgomery
Elroy P. Steward**

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PRESENTED BY RICHARD ALÓ, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Javon Latrell Alexander*
Tanasia Jenise Hopkins
Gad Alerne M. Prophete

Jhourdan Chantrell Allen*
Daja Halima Jackson**
Dalvin Roberts

Marimarklyne Karlysha Avril
Hashanna J. Jallow***★
Breeana Rolle*

Kennedy Jeron Baggs
Robriona Asjana'e James
Jessica Shorter

Cameron Alexis-Taylor Burns
Lauren Alexandria Johnson
Amya Lanai Smith**

Ashley Reiche Carr*
Emily Victoria Johnstone**
Cornelius Linton - Henderson Smith*

Tilisia Denise Coleman
Tathyana L. Joseph
Krystian Maurchelle Snape

Ashleigh Victoria Dean*
Alexys Ce'Rise Mann*
Jena T. Tavares**

Shania Dorset
Bryan E. McCarthy
Jaylyn Evelyn Troup

Aaliyah Iman Dugger
Tariq Anthony Melvin**
Taylor Tamia Tyson

Ivyrei Lei-Lani Marie Gatlin
Chloe' Nicole Montgomery**
Isaiah Craig Verdelus

Taylor Ashunti Gent
Alandrea Danielle Montgomery
Brianna D'Avion Washington

Candy Natasha Gorwitz
De'Naysha Leahna Mullings**
Elijah Akeem Williamson*

Khalia Vone't Hall*
Shakala Newton
Braylyn C. Wilson

Edriana Le'shae Hardin*
Elexus Mo'nae Persons
Taylor Shalice Wilson*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Devonne Childs*
Christopher Cleve Williams*
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (cont’d)
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Marleck Jordan Barriner  Relix L. Daniels  Steven Mosley
Dwan Colbert, Jr.  Joseph N. Godwin  William Anthony Tanner II
Jarrett Marquis Colquitt  Bria Chantele Hargrove  Collin Jeffrey Winn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
Timesha Kiara Marie Booker*

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES
PRESENTED BY VALENCIA E. MATTHEWS, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH
Maya E. Hughes**  Amber Marie Lunderman*  Cassandra Alorna Smith*
Joseph Shavon Jones  Jamella E. Rolle  Maiya Cheyenne Williams

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Kameron Dion Chaires**

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATRE
Leia Janea Ambrister  Jennifer Brandy Etienne**  Jhayda Gabriel Sykes**

BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Aniqua Alexander  Travis Tyrone Garvin II  Lauryrn M. Pritchett***
Antonio Angel Barahona**  Victoria Denise Hamilton***  Unique Amara Rivers**
Tykisha A. Bright  Awe'Lencia Ty'Neal Hamilton  Jacoby Samuel Lee Roberts
David L. Britt-Stewart**  Andrew Malik Hines  Brianna Nicole Sapp
Kandis Vernice Brown  Willie James Hobdy III  Jasmine Arianna Sears**
Brianna Jaycia Brown  Renee Kristin Hutchinson*  Destiny A. Smith
Coudre K Butler*  Trevanda Linetka Jackson***  Ty'Airra K. Spradley***
Lesley De'Azjah Came1*  Imani Sharifa Jackson*  Willie Edward Sweet, Jr.
Sharday C. Culpepper  Jennifer Jacques**  Kevin Thomas, Jr.
Jaliyah Destiny Cummings**  Tyreik Jones  Frank J. Turner, Jr.
Lauren Nicole Daniels  Yamani Amanda Kennon*  Joseph Terral Williams
Deritez D. Dunlap  Anthony Cliffroy Linsay  Roderick Pleas Williams, Jr.
Lauryn Olivia Durrah*  Marisha M. Little*  Kamryn Alissa Williamson*
Salma Elnegro**  Keyona Krystal Louis  Dwayne Williams-Portee
Destiny Fields*  Justyce Elyce Mallory  Dana Lashawn Woodard*
Karina Julia Font  De’Andre Lamone Monroe  Somaia Latrice Woodley
Abigail Francisque**  Quashallia Kotivia Potter*  Jarvaris Lavell Young***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
Candace Taryn Jones**
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES (cont’d)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FINE ARTS

VonShay Aniya Wheeler**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HISTORY

Ralissa Nvonne Andrews*  Elizabeth Helen McColly**  James Tyler Wilson**
Jelani Rasaan Kilpatrick  Tyrone Johnathanscott Parker

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Amir A. Arroyo  Endong Huang*  Jamira Regina Napier
Markquese Jabar Bell  Jaelyn Rashaun Jackson  Stacey Paul
Brian Gregory Bess, Jr.  Camrynn Johnson*  David L. Phillips*
DuBois Marquiss Colon  Zekiah Azjane Johnson  Jabari L. Richardson
Marques Demarrrius Cutler  Taylor De’ana Kirby-James  Khyla Janeve Sabio
Tajai D. Facey, Jr.  Marie Maudeline Leger  Lashonda Evett Sloan
Altiana D. Garnett  Debresia Nathel LeSane  Javier Ty’Jae Smith
Ashley Shantrel Hall  Roderick Errol Macon, Jr.  Jalen Michael Spady
Jade Whitley Hancock*  Shadee Roshene McLeod  James Lewis Tellis*
Ta’Kiaya T.D. Hartley  Michael Bradford Miller II  Kennedy S. West
Gabrielle Tamia Haughwout***  Brianna D. Monfries*  Rashad L. Whitehead

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC

Niya Neasharenee Crawford  Robert L. Mitchell***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MUSIC INDUSTRY

Nathan E. Boykins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Tiffany Nicole Green***  Khalil Andrew Lynes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Tracy Leonard Allen, Jr.  Rondarrious Cedric Gibson**  Chiquita Robinson**
Travis Roosevelt Ancion**  Derrick Terrell Jones, Jr.  Jordan Yvette Rogers***
Jordan Bryant-Bodden  Douglas Scott Karlson*  Victoria Caroline Sconiers
Jessica Denise Chamblin**  Mahogany Chanel Miles*  Brooklyn Nicole Smith
Denisha Kristine Dopson***  Dasha Amelia Milton**  Dominique Tomika Vercilien*
Lauren D. Fisher***  Hashim Muhammad*  Tia Deonna Wynn***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY

Ellrie Craig Allen, Jr.  Kenya Arnetta Boyd  Syri Colleyne Farmer
Chance K. Baggett***  Taylor Alexis Bradley  Kaylan Darius Glover**
Altianna LaMara Baker  Trinity Ornandae Cook**  Erin S. Griggs*
Tahirah Ali Bandele**  Cylia Renee Cooks*  Ethan Alexander Hymes*
Anson D. Benton, Jr.  Jaylyn Deneice Daniels  Lovetter Kamara*
Joshana N. Bien-Aime**  Mackenson Desamours  Nicole Sinclair Lewis
D’Elia Bonilla  Jaelore Giavanni Faison  Tralanda Rekayla Mitchell
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES (cont'd)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY (cont'd)

Anastasia Nicole Patterson
Gianni Love Perez
Sebastianie Darla Pompee
Kar'Daja Bilmyra Rither
Jada Dion Sanders

Shiloh Seymour**
Micaela Steele
Maegan Virginia Joy Thomas***
Christian Thompson
Destinee Nanina Toussaint**

Zillandra Leonora Trafrtron*
Mariana Ubeda**
Channe Danielle White*
Amiyah D. Wilcox
Gerald Anthony Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SOCIOLOGY

Danielle D. Brewer
Raven T. Brown**
Mil'Dresha L. Elbert**

Melonie Lorraine Hill***
Jiaciah Anteona Lumpkin*

Atreus Treshun Martin
Javari Sherohn Williams*

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Lonnie Anderson
Tobias Leroy Couch
Travia J. Cromartie**

Tony Javon Ferguson
Myqueal Chakel Lewis
Evelyn Joy Mitchell***

Alazae N. Neal***
Darmisha Lanett Seymore
Angela F. Woodberry-Footman***

FAMU-FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
PRESENTED BY J. MURRAY GIBSON, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Syria Ierria Laird

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Jonathan William Burt**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Malique A. Akbar
Sean Anthony Fisher, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Michenell E. Louis Charles
Donnell Alexander Smith
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES
PRESENTED BY CYNTHIA HUGHES HARRIS, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CARDIOPULMONARY SCIENCE
Cullandria Cornelia Cromer
Nicole Joy Louise C. Macalacad
Pierre Touze

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT
Kayla Michelle Brown**
Hellisa Keyana Butler
Schneider Huguens Clerge*
Zipporah Jaynae Collins
Jazmin Briana Cook
Melissa Dazme**
Timia Jenay Howard
Ariel Simone Lawton***
Jakeila L. Rice
Vickia Shanette Rosier
Paula Deana Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATICS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Caprice G. Colquitt**
Amandah A. Hudson
Sanite Sejour

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
Gayena N. Anderson***
Jaelyn Lenore Benyard
Roosevelt A. Byle III
Romagne Chayann Burton
Veronica Charles
Asia Cottrell
Je'quan Kavouecei-Rashard Crane
Genesis Cruz*
Chyna Shanice Daniels
Alexus Leanna Darisaw**
Jennifer Tasha Desravines*
Sunetria Cleopatra Edmond
Sinyette Endia Grace
Laqueria Mone Gray
Malachi A. Hall
Dina N. Hamad*
Tekiera La-Mae Hemingway*
Tianna Marjani Hightower**
Jordan Chaylexia Hines**
Amadin Brittany Izevbigie**
Nkyra Khorl Johnson
Arjada Michelle Johnson
Symone Tylia Kirkland
Sandy Legis
Talisa Mariah Maria*
Xandr'e A. McCleary*
Jada Zakia McNeil
Kira Monterra Murphy-Blake*
Unikique Murray*
Aisha Alexandra Piquero
Briana Chriissy Pierre
Na'khala Samaria Raye
Latara F. Riles
Kayla Deavion Roberts**
Briana S.L Russell
Sak-I Destiny Salmon
Jacqueline Sapp**
Jaylyn Mekinsey Scott**
Joycelyn A. Shores
Ivori Amillion Smith*
Paige Denice Sterling*
Troyneshia Stonae Suor
Ilishia Denise Tarver**
Jessica Taylor
Chakayla Nicole Thomas
Shawnicia Kiarre Ne'cole Vann Snell
Ryan Wallace
Kirvin Wendell Williams
Najia L. Woodie
Shamya D. Young*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN PRE-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Zaniyah Yasmine Ali**
Natalie Paige Cornwell***
Keshon A. Davis**
Jada Imani Dawson***
Darion Kai'ree Holloway*
Dee-Ante Hyman***
Zion Emir Blakely*
Nlyssa Alexus Bullard***
Celimet Tatiana Caraballo*
Amari Symone Cunningham*
Khaila Dennis**
Erlanda Destilus**★
Marcus Ineus*
Gerrod Byron Johnson, Jr. *
Carlicia Nicole Lewis**
Arnieas J. Robinson*
Gerald Jermaine Robinson III*
Danielle Yvette Russell*
Paul Washington Stewart, Jr.
Jayda Emiya Stieber**
Ericka Voncia Still
Tyla Evan Weaver
Tashonea Shemeika Williams**
Mya Nicole Williams*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY
Zion Emir Blakely*
Nlyssa Alexus Bullard***
Celimet Tatiana Caraballo*
Amari Symone Cunningham*
Khaila Dennis**
Erlanda Destilus**★
Kyrstlei Vashawn Everett*
Isaac Exilus**
Donald Gibbons*
Nadia Kiari Hughes*
Lemoyne Jaiel Jones
Noah M. Morin***
Morgan Elizabeth Morant-Pincock
Michael Randolph, Jr. ***
Andrew J. Rose
Janay A. Shuler
Rylan M. Walker-Curtis**
Asya J. Willis
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
PRESENTED BY RODNER WRIGHT, M.Arch., AIA, DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES
Enas Abdelhaq**    Jessica Geneva Florence    Devonte L. King

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Stephen Bridges    William Tyler Royelle Daniels    Ernest Antonio Harris, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Mario Matthews McAlister    Mell Riley III

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
PRESENTED BY SHAWNTA FRIDAY-STROUD, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Natalie Jupsyna Antenor    Breanna Donyell Giles*    Dallas Parker
Savannah A. Clemmons    Jaheisha Amanda Marten*    Zharia' Parrish**
Kemy Eliassaint*    Kiara Nicole McClam    Caitlin Paul
Brytney Marchelle Fleming*    Brian Moran**    Mason A. Posey

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Jakiya Anan Acoff    Toni Leeandria Gordon*    Hnric Adrian Murray, Jr.
Tarique A. Akbar*    Leon Jarius-Reco Graham III*    Dreanna Shaunice Neal
Jordan De'Shaun Ashley    Brittany Shawnise Hall*    Kendrick Jovan Noel**
Sarah Maria Austin    Jelani Levell Hamilton    Stephanie Nicole Peters***
Jaleha L. Baker    Todd Eugene Hammond    Yajaira M. Pino
Justin Darnell Brown**    Simone Harris**    Leshea A. Richardson
Ajani Azibo Brown**    Brandon L. Holloway    Damani Tai Rickenbacker*
Ka’Riauna Tamira Campbell**    James Jordan Jackson*    Shakayla Dianne Robinson
Kiara Angela Carmon***    Jaedan Julian-Abdul Jah*    Bobby Rogers, Jr.
Rylee Brianca Clark*    Alatiara R. Jarvis    Jannella Charlesa Rose
Patricia Irisanne Crawford**    Kristina L. Joanem    Breah Denee’ Sims
Jordyne B. Davis    Da’iyah Yasmeen Jones**    William G. Spence
Ada Lorine Dees    Dea’Jah Shantasia Jones**    Mya Taylor-Michel***
Serena Demills*    Bello Louissaint, Jr. **    Dennis Daniel Turner
Shanai Amoya Foster    Hector Roberto Mardy, Jr.*    Dustin D. Yates*
Alysia D. Franklin**    Christian Philip Masramico, Sr.*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CONCENTRATION IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Mikayla Nichole Jenkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CONCENTRATION IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Corey Baker Jones    Courtland S. Jones
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY (cont’d)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

Mia Simone Taylor-Michel**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS WITH MINOR IN BUSINESS

Javion Zion D’anne Smith Blake L. Wilson

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

PRESENTED BY MIRA LOWE, DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Jaysen Mathieu Aubin* Cydney Dalynn Flanagan
Karmyn Hariel D’Undria Hill* Demitri Carnell Jones*
Isaiah Dwayne Lee* Jamaal Malik Whitehead*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM

Deiana Zahara Abdel-Gadir
Cyrena Chaniel Allen
Ciara Nicole Brown
DyMin JaBree Cannon**
Kiara Shanell- Covon Green*
Jayla Genae Herring
Ebony Simone Houston*
Destiny Ayanna Ingraham
Kamryn Ashli Marshall**
Diamond Alexis Robinson*
Briasia Russ
Kayla Ryans*
Darylin Sherron Smith*
Dmiya M. Smith
Jayla Abria Swinson
Adahlia Clerissa Thomas**
Maya Afeni Williams**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

Ahriyan Adams*★
Tazjhani A’kaya Baker**
Jeffrey Kael Dean*
Chloe Cheyenne Dinard
Jonathan Louis Edouard*
Kyle R. Footman**
Ivy Marie Gray
Ly’Kimbria Sh’a’kia Jackson***
Jaylon Anthony Lloyd
Kendyll Niquole Lurry**
Kenan Kenol Mercius*
ZaKiah LaNaye Miller-McFadden*
Ryan Tyré Molhorne*
Kaela Autumn Moore**
Jade Tianna Patterson**
Maiya Tyttonnia Porter
Ashley Renee Quintanilla*
Aaliya Sabree Rashad**
Jarren Andrew Smith*
Nikyya Ivy Samone Smith***
Frances Elaine Stephens*
Kylah C. Thompson*
Jelani Malek Wheeler*
Dynasty Lavora Williams***
Daunte Williams*
Paris Simone Wilson*
Shaanacee Qushaan Wilson*

SCHOOL OF NURSING

PRESENTED BY SHELLEY JOHNSON, ED.D., MSN, MBA, RN, NE-BC, CNE, DEAN

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Stephanie Alcy***
Bakyanna Antenor**
Miveline Monise Antoine
Nia Simone Banks*
Sophonie Domingue*
Ty-Azya Omreyod Everett*
Taliah Danielle Holness***
Sylvia D. Hooker*
Tajrelle James*
Rocheford Jean-Claude**
Sandy Joassaint**
Jennifer Joseph**
Trezher Brenee Lee**
Autumn S. Lewis
Shannon Lee Mooney
Chelsea O. Nottinson***
Jada Aniya Peacock***
Shantoria Andrea Ruyor*
Victoria Alexandria Rayor*
Alexis Tyrese Redding**
Desmond Khalil Rivers**
SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
PRESENTED BY VICTOR IBEANUSI, PH.D., DEAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Treasure Robin Gaines**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Moises Humberto Martinez* Zakiya Dily Peterson**

COLLEGE OF LAW
PRESENTED BY DEIDRÉ KELLER, ESQ., DEAN

JURIS DOCTOR
Georgeta O. Aguiar* Meranda S. Landes Kevin Everett Russell, Jr.
Quannisha Ye’ Shae Andrea Allen* Josiah Manzo** Melanie Marie Scavino
Jasmine Christina Barillas Yolanda Danielle Martinez* Devin Mitchell Topper
Danielle Shea Carwile Mari Lynn Minks Nicole Torres
Imani Anse Culpepper Jennifer Elyse Nolander*** Francesca Emily Trottini**
Missiel Da Silva Amanda Verna Penn Leon Emery Wilkerson
Malcolm Damian Freeman Jasmine Elon Phimon Brittany Nicole Yarbrough
Maya D. Hendry Lacresha A. Pierre
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SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH
PRESENTED BY REGINALD K. ELLIS, PH.D., INTERIM DEAN

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Chance Raymond Bentley
B.S., Kansas State University, 2015
Thesis Title: “Decision Support Tool in Agroecosystems Using Indicators: Case Study in the Southeastern United States”

Hakeem Elijah Holmes
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

Deepa Raveendranpillai
M.S., Cochin University, 2002

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
CONCENTRATION IN SOIL AND WATER

Iyanu D. Farukanmi
B.S., Federal University of Technology-Akure

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
MASTER OF EDUCATION IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Eboni Lashea Arnold
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

Daniel Alexander Joseph
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019

Tey Mingo
B.A., Saint Leo University, 2018

Asia Annettee Royster
B.S., Saint Leo College, 2019

Shanice K. Thompson
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

AMBER RAYKEL HOUSE
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019

Elzery N. Houston
B.A., Fort Valley State College, 2011

Eugene Jacobs III
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SCIENCES
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE

Roderick E. Laurie
MBA, Ashford University, 2010

Ali Aly
B.S., Florida A&M University 2019

Talmadge Adams III
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020

Chandellor Elan Benton
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020

Kyle Thomas Coleman
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020

Nasir A. Core
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020

Karonte Donaldson
B.S., Fort Valley State College, 2018

Zaria Hall
B.S., Howard University, 2020

Brady L. Hammel
B.S., Miles College, 2020

Gabrielle Ana Harris
B.S., St Peter's College, 2020

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Joi Collins
B.S., Florida State University, 2004

Johnny C. Darrisaw II
B.A., Florida State University, 2010

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Roderick E. Laurie
MBA, Ashford University, 2010

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020

Karonte Donaldson
B.S., Fort Valley State College, 2018

Zaria Hall
B.S., Howard University, 2020

Brady L. Hammel
B.S., Miles College, 2020

Gabrielle Ana Harris
B.S., St Peter's College, 2020
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH (cont’d)
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (cont’d)
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPORT MANAGEMENT

William Bradley Hession
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2020
Nicholas L. Mckenney
B.S., Faulkner University, 2020
Stanley Jermaine Johnson, Jr.
BCJ, Florida A&M University, 2020
Venus A. Ross
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 2018
Seyjuan Diamante’ Lawrence
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020
Michael Keith Vancooten
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2017

FAMU-FSU COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Ruben G. Nelson
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2007
Thesis Title: “Characterization and Modeling
of Impedance of Lithium Battery Devices via
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy”
Thesis Chair: Mark Weatherspoon, Ph.D.

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Lovely Moline Antoine
B.S., Florida International University, 2014

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION SCIENCES

Ahmed Abdullah M Alharthi
B.S., Yanbu University College, Saudi Arabia, 2020
Emon Rayshun Nelson
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019
Pierre Jude Cireus
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2020
Joshua Taylor Rigo
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019
Calvin L. Miller
B.S., Florida A&M University, 2019

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES, ARTS AND HUMANITIES
MASTER OF APPLIED SOCIAL SCIENCES
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Senior Transcendent Ceremony

Alumni President

Will the members of the graduating class please stand? As you prepare to make the transition from student to alumnus, I want to impress upon you that, for the past several years, you have been an integral part of the many exciting events that have taken place at Florida A&M University. You are now about to become a part of its history, forever.

You are among the privileged who have been nurtured in the spirit of the many men and women who have passed this way and are rendering distinguished service to mankind because of the dedication of Florida A&M University to QUALITY EDUCATION.

You have been trained by men and women who have passed on to you, the very best that time and experience have given to them and that you do well to remember their dedicated service.

As a member of the Florida A&M University National Alumni Association, do you solemnly promise to:

REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE THE RECIPIENT OF A GREAT AND PRECIOUS HERITAGE; THAT YOU WILL STRIVE WITH ALL YOUR MIGHT AND ENERGY TO PROVE YOURSELF WORTHY, THROUGH SERVICE TO MANKIND; AND TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAMS OF FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY AND ITS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. DO YOU SO PROMISE?

Grades

I DO!

Alumni President

By the authority vested in me as President of the Florida A&M University National Alumni Association, I pronounce that you have full membership in the Association with all the rights, privileges and duties appertaining thereto. We invite you to join us for progress at the University in the years ahead.

Congratulations! Please be seated.
The academic attire, which makes an inaugural procession colorful, is as old as universities. The attire represents eight centuries of a continuous tradition; it is not a modern revival of medieval customs. It goes back to the days when students were “clerks” – that is, members of the minor clergy – and wore monkish gowns and hoods. In those days of unheated study halls and garret sleeping quarters, the hoods served a very practical purpose. When the hood was pulled over the head, the “tippet,” a sort of hollow tail, served as a convenient pocket. Today, the hood is only an adornment.

The mortarboard, which seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance churchmen, came into use after the hood had ceased to be worn on the head. The tassel on the mortarboard may be either black or the “color of the faculty” – as described below; or for the holder of a doctorate degree, it may be of gold. Many universities replace the mortarboard with their own distinctive headgear.

Both the gown and the hood indicate the degree held by the wearer. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves. Bachelor’s hoods have only recently become a part of the attire in the United States. In the master’s gown, the wearer’s arm projects from the sleeve at the elbow, or, in the more modern gowns, at the wrist, and the lower part of the sleeve, ending in another tippet, dangles below the arm. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor’s gown is faced down the front with velvet and has three velvet cross-bars on each sleeve. This velvet may be either black or the color of the faculty members’ discipline.

Graduates of some institutions, on all continents, may wear gowns in the color of the university that awarded their degree, for instance, orange and green for Florida A&M University. In the United States, the hood is edged with velvet in the color of the faculty and lined with the colors of the university conferring the degree. For all academic purposes, trimmings of the doctor’s gowns, edgings of hoods and tassels of caps, adhere to the colors for the different subjects as indicated:

College of Agriculture and Food Sciences - Maize; College of Education - Light Blue; FAMU-FSU College of Engineering - Orange; College of Law - Purple; College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences - Forest Green; College of Science and Technology - Bright Gold; College of Social Sciences, Arts and Humanities - White; School of Allied Health Sciences - Olive; School of Architecture and Engineering Technology - Lilac; School of Business and Industry - Drab; School of Journalism and Graphic Communication - Crimson; School of Nursing - Apricot; School of the Environment - Light Gold; Doctor of Philosophy - Royal Blue; Doctor of Physical Therapy – Sage Green; Doctor of Public Health - Salmon
About The Speaker

T.J. ROSE
Partner with Abry Partners
Alumnus and Member of the FAMU Foundation Board of Directors

T.J. Rose is a Partner at Abry Partners, an information and business services private equity firm, which currently manages over $13 billion of capital in its active funds. Mr. Rose joined Abry Partners in 2011 and has built extensive proficiency in the healthcare sector. To date, Mr. Rose has nearly 20 years of experience in private equity, having held positions at Goldman Sachs Principal Investment Area (Goldman Sachs’ $20 billion leverage buyout group), Audax Group (a $9 billion private equity firm), and his current role at Abry Partners. Previously, he was an Engagement Manager at McKinsey & Company in Atlanta and Johannesburg.

Mr. Rose is involved in every aspect of the deal process, including identifying attractive sectors, sourcing targets, deal execution, setting company strategy, company oversight, and investment exiting. He currently sits on the board of several companies within the Abry Partners portfolio, including Aduro, Benefit Recovery Group, DialysisIQ, Dr. Dental, and HealthEZ. Previously, he sat on the boards of HealthSCOPE Benefits, North American Dental Group, Sentry Data Systems, Source Medical and Trover Solutions.

In addition to these company boards, Mr. Rose also serves on various community boards, including Vice Chairman of The Boston Foundation, a $1.3 billion community foundation giving away $150+ million per year in charitable grants; Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center Board of Trustees, a $6 billion multi-city hospital system; and Florida A&M University Foundation Board of Trustees.

Born and raised in Tallahassee, Florida, Mr. Rose graduated with honors in Civil Engineering from Florida A&M University and received his M.B.A from Harvard Business School.
Renown civil rights and personal injury attorney Benjamin Crump has established himself as one of the nation’s foremost lawyers and advocates for social justice.

He has worked on some of the most high-profile cases in the U.S., representing the families of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Trayvon Martin, and Michael Brown, as well as the residents of Flint, Michigan, who were affected by the poisoned water of the Flint River.

His book, published in October 2019, Open Season: Legalized Genocide of Colored People, reflects on the landmark cases he has battled, and how discrimination in the courthouse devastates real families and communities.

With successes on the national stage, Attorney Crump still makes his community a priority by helping to ensure quality legal representation and access to the courts for poor people, formerly serving as Board Chairman of Legal Services of North Florida and, with his former law partner Daryl Parks, donating $1 million to the organization’s capital campaign.

Crump is the President of the National Civil Rights Trial Lawyers Association and previously served as President of the National Bar Association. He was the first African-American to chair the Florida State University College of Law Board of Directors and currently serves on the Innocence Project Board of Directors. He is the founder and director of the Benjamin Crump Social Justice Institute.

Attorney Crump graduated from Florida State University and received his law degree from the FSU College of Law. He is the founder and principal owner of Ben Crump Law and he is married to Dr. Genae Angelique Crump.
Symbolizing the authority vested in the president by the university’s governing body, the Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University Ceremonial Mace is made of bright gold plated bronze and mahogany wood. The shaft of the mace bearing the seal of the university is made of bright gold plated bronze, double-sided medal surrounded with orange and emerald green Swarovski crystals around the outer edge upon a six inch diameter chrome plated polished mace head with clear Swarovski crystals around the circumference.

Ten gold plated engraved nameplates featuring the names of each university president are mounted on a 2-inch diameter mahogany baton. A 1.5 inch mahogany wood staff with wood and chrome plated polished aluminum turnings separates the rest of the baton from its base. The baton is made of mahogany, which symbolizes the trees of knowledge, which adorn the campus of the university. The overall length of the mace is 30 inches long. At the very base of the mace is a gold plated brass “Rattler”, the symbol of the university. Its coiled posture represents the fact that although the dark clouds may surround the horizon, the “Rattler” will strike, strike, and strike again!

Dating to medieval times, the Presidential Medallion and Chain of Office signify the symbol of authority vested in the President as head of the University. The current chain is approximately 36 inches long and is made of gold plated bronze. It features ten 1-3/4 inch gold plated sculpted engravings of each president from 1887 to the present. Under each sculpted model are ten banner link engravings inscribed with the names of each president and his term of office. At the base of the chain is the presidential Medallion, which features the seal of the University.
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Alma Mater

College of love and charity
We gather ’round thy noble shrine;
We lift our voice in praise to thee,
And ask a blessing all divine.

Chorus
FAM-U! FAM-U! I love thee!
I’ll fight and win whate’er the battle be,
The Orange and the green thy sons shall
e’er defend
And loyal to thy voice of love attend
FAM-U! FAM-U! FAM-U! I love thee!

On gridiron, diamond, track and field,
Thy sons the vict’ry never yield,
And while they tread a broader life
Thy love shall stay them in the strife.

(repeat chorus)

God ever keep us true to thee;
Thy faith that truth shall make men free,
Shall guide thy loyal sons aright
And fend them thru the skeptic night.

(repeat chorus)